Promoting Innovation, Knowledge and Resilience

www.internationalinsurance.org
IIS serves as the inclusive voice of the industry, providing a platform for both private and public stakeholders to promote resilience, drive innovation, and stimulate the development of markets.
Principal Activities

- Leadership Development
- Research
- Insurance Development Forum
- Forums
- Market Intelligence
Leadership Development

- Global Centers of Insurance Excellence
certification designation for leading insurance academic programs

- Leaders of Tomorrow
fostering the next generation of insurance leaders

- Insurance Hall of Fame & Founder’s Award
the preeminent insurance awards recognizing industry pioneers
• Industry Research Reports
  providing strategic analysis and insights on key RMI issues
  centers

• Shin Research Program
  stimulates original, practical research addressing business issues

• Leaders of Tomorrow Research
  cultivating thought leadership on key trends
Forums

• Global Insurance Forum
  *featuring 500+ leaders representing all industry stakeholders*

• Leadership Exchange
  *hear from leaders, influencers & innovators shaping the industry*

• Leadership Events
  *preferred rates to attend exclusive industry events*
Market Intelligence

- IIS Insights
  observations on developments in the RMI marketplace
- Global Insurance Stock Report
  comprehensive stock performance measure of top global insurers
- Regulatory Alerts
  updates on statutes across the globe
- Global Statistics & Insurance Market Profiles
  customized market reports for over 170 countries
A public/private partnership led by the insurance industry and supported by international organizations, the IDF aims to optimize and extend the use of insurance and its related risk management capabilities to build greater risk resilience and protection with the goal of closing the growing protection gap.
Membership Criteria

- Global Member - $15,000: *multi-national corporations*
- Corporate Member - $7500: *single market corporations*
- Associate Member - $2500: *regulators, networks, associations, policymakers, NGO’s and insurtechs*
- Academic Member - $100: *full time employees of a non-profit university*
Be part of the Conversation
#IISFORUM
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